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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the work carried out in the design of extrusion dies. It
investigates the effects of temperature, die entrance angle and type of lubricant used
on the flow of extruded lead. These parameters are to be used in order to optimize the
design of extrusion dies.
:ﺍﻝﻤﻠﺨﺹ
ﻴﺘﻨﺎﻭل ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻝﺒﺤﺙ ﺍﻝﻌﻭﺍﻤل ﺍﻝﺘﻲ ﺘﺅﺜﺭ ﻓﻲ ﺘﺼﻤﻴﻡ ﻗﻭﺍﻝﺏ ﺍﻝﺒﺜﻕ ﻭﺍﻝﺘﻌﻘﻴﺩﺍﺕ ﺍﻝﺘﻘﻨﻴﺔ ﺍﻝﺘـﻲ ﺘـﺘﺤﻜﻡ ﻓـﻲ
 ﻴﺭﻜﺯ ﺍﻝﺒﺤﺙ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻭﺍﻤل ﺍﻝﺘﺸﻐﻴل ﻤﺜل ﺩﺭﺠﺔ ﺍﻝﺤﺭﺍﺭﺓ ﻭﺯﺍﻭﻴﺔ ﻤﺩﺨل ﺍﻝﻘﺎﻝﺏ ﻭﻨـﻭﻉ ﺯﻴـﺕ ﺍﻝﺘﺯﻝﻴـﻕ.ﺃﺩﺍﺌﻬﺎ
 ﺘﻘﺩﻡ ﻭﺭﻗﺔ.ﻝﻠﺤﺼﻭل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺃﻓﻀل ﺘﺼﻤﻴﻡ ﻝﻠﻘﺎﻝﺏ ﻴﻭﻓﺭ ﺍﻝﻁﺎﻗﺔ ﺍﻝﻤﺴﺘﻬﻠﻜﺔ ﻤﻊ ﺍﻝﺤﺼﻭل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻤﻨﺘﺞ ﻋﺎﻝﻲ ﺍﻝﺠﻭﺩﺓ
ﺍﻝﺒﺤﺙ ﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻝﺘﺠﺎﺭﺏ ﺍﻝﻤﻌﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﺍﻝﺘﻲ ﺘﻡ ﺍﺠﺭﺍﺅﻫﺎ ﻤﻊ ﺍﻝﺘﻭﺼﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻝﺘﻲ ﻴﻭﺼﻲ ﺍﻝﺒﺎﺤﺙ ﺒﺎﺘﺒﺎﻋﻬﺎ ﻝﻠﺤﺼـﻭل ﻋﻠـﻰ
.ﺘﺼﻤﻴﻡ ﻤﻨﺎﺴﺏ ﻤﻊ ﻅﺭﻭﻑ ﺍﻝﺘﺸﻐﻴل ﺍﻝﻤﺘﺎﺤﺔ
INTRODUCTION
General Concept of Die Design: An extrusion die is a shaped orifice made in a block of
steel or other suitable material that is worn and corrosion resistant. The function of the
die is to receive the melt stream emerging from the extruder screw and to reshape it to
the required form. In some instances, this is the final shaping operation, and in others,
post-die shaping equipment completes the shape to the required form [1] .
Designing dies requires an accurate knowledge of flow characteristics of the
particular material to be processed. The designer must determine the precise shape of the
flow channel(s) in the die, and the exact shape of the exit orifice. Unfortunately, the
amount of data available to a designer is quite limited. In fact, much of it is still
considered proprietary information by die-makers or by extruder operators [2, 3, 4] .
Most of the work carried out in the area of die design for metal extrusion is
concerned with streamlined dies.
Nagpal and Altan [5] developed a technique for the design of dies for lubricated
extrusion of non-circular aluminium shapes. Their approach is such that the geometry
of the die should be optimised to:
i- Give a defect free extrusion with minimum post extrusion treatment (twist and
straightening).
ii- Require minimum load and energy.
iii-Maximum output at minimum cost.
The procedure, which they followed to achieve these objectives, is as follows:
1- Define the die geometry
2- Calculate extrusion loads as a function of the die geometry.
3- Optimize and determine the die (entry) shape.
To minimize extrusion pressure they fitted smooth polynomial curves between
the boundary of the (circular) die entrance and the die orifice. They noted that the
pressure is not sensitive to the shape of the polynomial. In effect this leads to
streamlined die entry. To define the surface of a "streamlined" die, the circular die
entrance is divided into a number of sectors, and the final (exit) cross-section is
divided into the same number of segments. This is done while keeping the extrusion

ratio (area of sector in the die entrance/area of corresponding segment in the die
orifice) equal to the over all ratio.
To compare the metal flow predicted theoretically with the actual metal flow,
they conducted an experiment in which they partially extruded a copper billet with
longitudinal and circumferential lines already marked on its surface. The deformed
shape of the marked lines represents the path followed by the material points during
steady state extrusion. They found that the theoretical flow lines are quite close to the
actual flow lines near the plane of symmetry. However, away from the plane of
symmetry, the difference is quite appreci-able. Also the deviation increases towards
the die exit, which they anticipated to be due to the effect of friction, which they
assumed to be negligible. They also noted that this method couldn’t be applied to reentrant shapes.
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Objectives of This Work:
In this work, three design parameters were considered, namely:
1- Temperature of extruded lead
2- Die entrance angle
3- Types of lubricants.
The effect of these parameters are assumed to affect the flow of the extrudate
and hence the performance of the die.
Effect of Temperature: A hydraulic press was used to extrude the lead at different
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Figure (1) Effect of temperature on
extrusion velocity

temperatures ranging between 1500 C and 3050 C. The pressure inside the hydraulic
press was kept constant at 250 bars.
At a temperature below 1500C, no extrusion was obtained because the force
needed was above the capacity of the hydraulic press. At temperatures above 3050 C
the lead starts to melt, melting temperature of lead is about 3270 C.
(Fig. 1) shows the effect of temperature variation on the flow of extruded lead.
As expected the flow increased as the lead temperature increases, this is because the
yield strength decreases with the increase of temperature. Moreover the plastic force
needed to deform the lead decreases above the crystallization temperature, which is for
lead about 2000 C.
Effect of Die Entrance Angle: The extrusion was carried out at room temperature. Four
dies with different entrance angles were used. The result of the extrusion is shown in
(fig. 2). From the graph the following observations can be concluded:
1- The velocity of extrusion rapidly increases with the increase of die angle until
it reaches a maximum value at 80o and then drops sharply to almost zero at
110o. This is because of the excessive distortion, which occurs at large angles.

2- At small angles the velocity is very low because of the wedge.
3- Effect and hence excessive friction.
4- Distortion of extrudate was observed at extreme, small and large, dies
angles. Banana shape and piping defects were common.
Effect of Lubricant on Extrusion Velocity: Four types of lubricants were used, namely:
SAE 32, SAE 50, graphite and soap. The behaviour of the extrudate is shown in (fig. 3).

Observations:
1- With lubricant SAE 50, the extrusion speed was low and no defects were
observed.
2- When lubricant SAE 32 was used, the piping effect was noticed.
3- The behaviour of graphite was different from the above mentioned
lubricants. The speed of the extrudate varies with time. This is related to the
discontinuity of graphite as lubricant.
4- The effect of soap was to some extent similar to that of SAE 50 bu the speed
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Fig. (2): Effect of Die Angle on the Exit Velocity
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was very low.
C
CONCLUSION
To optimize extrusion of lead the following points should be taken into
consideration:
1. A die entrance angle of 80 O is recommended
2. The lead should be heated to 3000 C

3. SAE 50 is the most suitable lubricant for defect free extrusion.
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